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LLI CURRICULUM SPOTLIGHT 
April, 2014 

 
HISTORY PRESENTATIONS BY NOVA FACULTY 

Lifetime Learning Institute, NOVA Annandale, Virginia 
 

Several members of NOVA’s History faculty will continue their annual presentations for 
LLI.  Topics include: 
 

• The American-Canadian Border: Private Enterprise Setting National Boundaries 
 

• The Lend-Lease Act: Congress and Public Opinion 
 

• Reactions to the Expansion of U.S. Influence in 20th Century Caribbean 
 

• Men. Women and Children: A Social History of the Crusades 
 

• Female Education and Literacy in Colonial America 
 

• The Decision to Drop the Atomic Bomb 
 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
SPRING COURSES 

Adventures in Learning, Colby-Sawyer College, New Hampshire 
 

Earth in Crisis—Ecological Healing as a Moral Imperative - Each session will begin 
with an offering from the rich works of John Muir, Aldo Leopold, Wendell Berry, Scott 
Sanders, Trebbe Johnson and John Phillip Newell, all writers who speak from the 
intersection of the sacredness of creation and the interconnectedness of ecosystems. Over 
the six sessions of leader presentation in combination with group conversation, participants 
will have the opportunity to understand the practices and imperatives that might lead to a re-
configured moral compass regarding earth's (and our) plight.  
 
Eighty Years of Social Change in the U.S. —1933 – 2013 - The social fabric of the 
United States has changed drastically in the last 80 years. Some of this is due to immigration, 
some due to legislation and much due to the media. This course proposes to analyze 
American society in the 1930s and attempts to show the changes that occurred as a result of 
the New Deal, World War II, the G.I. Bill of Rights, the Civil Rights Movement, Women’s 
Lib and the impact of television and the Internet. Discussion is encouraged, and it is hoped 
that participants will do their own research on topics that interest them.  
 
The 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution - Section 1 of the 14th Amendment 
provides that “All persons born or naturalized in the United States ... are citizens of the 
United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state shall ... abridge the privileges or 
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, 
liberty or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction 
the equal protection of the laws.”  
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This course will explore the history and present meanings of this section. After a brief 
consideration of the first two clauses of Section 1, the course will move the focus to the Due 
Process of Law clause. Participants will consider how the clause has gone beyond 
establishing rules of procedure to creating an array of substantive rights. Next they will 
consider how the Equal Protection of the Laws clause has grown beyond the early “separate 
but equal” approach to become a vigorous tool for attacking many sorts of discrimination.  
 
Charles Dickens: A Product of His Time and Place - In this course, participants will 
look at the period, the man, what may have molded and motivated him, and how specific 
writings reflect his own experiences. Participants will be encouraged to take an active role in 
providing examples from his numerous works. They will also be asked to read Hard Times, 
Dickens shortest novel and to re-familiarize themselves with Oliver Twist, one of his most 
famous.  
 
Israel and Palestine: Another View - This course will take a comprehensive look at the 
creation of the state of Israel and the resulting fallout for the Palestinian people. Most 
Palestinians live under the occupation of the Israeli Defense Force, many still live as 
refugees, many others have moved away from their homeland. Today, citing the need for 
protection from hostile neighbors, Israel is building a concrete wall, twice the height of the 
Berlin Wall, which will essentially cut off all contact between the two peoples. The subject 
matter will be presented through PowerPoint, film and video segments, as well as through 
the voices of respected non-violent leaders. There will be time for discussion after each topic 
is presented.  
 
South Africa After Apartheid - During his presidency, Nelson Mandela preached racial 
reconciliation. He successfully urged blacks to be patient and not use force to achieve their 
goals. He was a giant influence of stability and morality in the country. But now Mandela is 
gone. Participants will speculate together what will happen. Will the Mandela legacy and glue 
keep the country together, or will it—without his presence—boil over?"  
 
Lessons From the Life of Samuel de Champlain - The course will use the study of 
Champlain’s life and times to discuss their relevance to the problems of cross-cultural 
engagement in today’s world where entrepreneurial interests and tribal conflicts still prevail.  
The format of each session will be round-table discussions, based on readings from the 
recommended biography Champlain’s Dream by David Hackett Fischer. Source notes will be 
provided for participants, who are encouraged to bring personal experiences and opinions to 
the table.  
 
Religion in Collision III: The Dark Side of the Reformation - The course will cover the 
career spans of Luther, Zwingli and Calvin. It will follow that with an outline of the groups 
they shunned and banished—the Anabaptists, Unitarians and Free Spirits. After a section on 
the “English Reformation” and “Being Jewish During the Reformation,” the course will 
conclude with outlines of the “Counter Reformation” and “Thirty Years War.”  
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Hooded Americanism, a Look at Home Grown Terrorism - The tragic event of 9/11 
certainly enhanced our awareness of terrorism aimed at the United States. But from colonial 
times to the present, we have had our own groups willing to use violence or the threat of 
violence to attack or intimidate people or groups they disliked. The sessions will start with a 
look at examples from colonial days to the Civil War. Then participants will look at the 
origins of the Ku Klux Klan and its many iterations through to the present day. Finally, they 
will look at current examples of ideologies of hate.  
 
Bending Reality: America's Visionary Entrepreneurs - Many people envision life not as 
it is, but as they think it should be. Certain rare individuals have had the creativity, 
determination and business acumen to change the ways that people interact with their world. 
This six-week lecture series will examine the backgrounds, achievements, personalities and 
flaws of six Americans who accomplished their vision through the creation or use of 
technology. The goal of this examination is to gain a general insight into what is necessary 
for an individual to effect change in the world. The course will conclude with a panel 
discussion by the presenters that will highlight these visionary individuals' similarities and 
differences.  Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, Frank Lloyd Wright, Walt Disney, Steve Jobs and 
Craig Venter will be spotlighted. 
 
The End of Life, a Discussion Among Friends - End-of-life issues are organized into 
four topics: legal, medical, spiritual/religious and community. These topics will be 
introduced during the first hour of each course session, and the second hour will be spent in 
discussions facilitated by the course leadership team. The fifth session of the course will be a 
wrap-up discussion in small, facilitated groups of 4 to 5 course participants.  
 
The Isles of Shoals: Your Passport to Adventure - What do John Smith, Blackbeard, 
John Greenleaf Whittier, Childe Hassam, Celia Thaxter and Jane Goodall have in common? 
They all had a significant connection to the nine rocky islands that lie ten miles off the New 
Hampshire coastline. This minicourse is a passport to an adventure known as the Isles of 
Shoals. Participants will uncover stories that made this small archipelago a local treasure and 
part of New Hampshire’s earliest history. Luring explorers, artists, scientists, nature lovers, 
families and those seeking spiritual connection, the Shoals offer retreat to a calmer, simpler 
lifestyle. Their exploration will include history, mystery, poetry, art, music and food. They 
will investigate who and what inhabit the islands today, why they are there and efforts to 
sustain these islands despite time, tide and waves of change. Guest speakers will share their 
unique perspectives on the Shoals.  
 
Drawing on Your Memories: An Intermediate Level Sketching Class - The lessons of 
this intermediate-level drawing course will revolve around still life studies. Students will be 
asked to bring to each session a memory-charged object that has a story for them. They will 
sketch in pencil, pen and colored pencils on smooth paper. Potential drawing subjects may 
include vases, bowls, china, clothing, fabric, hats, shoes or anything else that evokes a special 
memory.  Attendees will explore light and shadow, patterns, volume, composition, tools and 
materials. A suggested list of materials to start with will be provided before the first class. 
Students will be encouraged to try out several materials, tools and methods to strengthen 
their personal style. Symbolism and emotional content will be discussed as well.  
There will be demonstrations, homework and class discussions.  

~  ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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SPRING COURSES 
Learning in Retirement Association (LIRA), University of Massachusetts, Lowell 

 
U.S. HISTORY OF THE 1960s 
The 1960s is one of the most dramatic decades in American political, social, and cultural 
history. As the decade opened many Americans believed they were standing at the dawn of a 
‘golden age.’ On January 20, 1961, the handsome and charismatic John F. Kennedy became 
president of the United States. His confidence that, as one historian put it, “the government 
possessed big answers to big problems” set the tone; what happened? However, that golden 
age never materialized. On the contrary, by the end of the 1960s it seemed that the nation 
was falling apart! 
 
TERRORISM THEN AND NOW                     
A study of terrorist behavior, and specifically how this can be used to inform the counter-
terrorism, both at the policy level and at the investigative level, as well as a look at the socio-
psychological factors of military operations and problems currently faced by deployed forces. 
 
WHAT YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT HORMONES BUT WERE 
TOO EMBARRASSED TO ASK  
Our bodies are so lucky to have over 100 hormones to act as “messengers” from endocrine 
glands to carry out orders to almost every organ. Without such hormones, we could not “fall 
in love,” make babies, nor continue the Darwinian evolution. They control different phases 
of our lives from childhood to aging gracefully (or not).  They keep our biological clocks, 
sleep rhythms, energy levels, growth rates, immune and sexual systems all in order. How 
amazing is that? This course will highlight the effects of 15 of these hormones as we laugh 
together all the while increasing our oxytocin levels and social bonding. 
 
THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST  
A four-session interactive presentation on the Middle East, an area of constant interest. 
Drawing on 40-years of study and teaching on the Middle East, the facilitator will cover the 
following topics: Syria—To Be or Not to Be?, Iran—Nuclear Threat?, Israel and the 
Palestinians—is there a solution? The “Arab Spring” and Egypt—What went wrong? 
 
SHAKESPEARE: TROILUS AND CRESSIDA  
Over the past several years the Shakespeare class has read most of the Comedies and all of 
the great Tragedies. Coming up next participants will read a play that is not at all well known, 
and that is Troilus and Cressida. This play takes place during the Trojan War, and all the 
well-known characters from the Iliad and the Odyssey are involved in the play. Nevertheless, 
the story is not a part of Greek mythology despite its well-known background. Shakespeare, 
of course, would be familiar with the Greek epics from his early education, but the tale of 
Troilus and Cressida was written by Chaucer, and was also told by Italian and French 
authors, and these works could have served as helpful sources to Shakespeare. According to 
Wikipedia, after the first recorded production of the play in 1609, and perhaps a few other 
presentations, there is no record of any performance between 1734 and 1898! However, 
members are up to the challenge and will attempt the mysteries of this play, written at a time 
when the Bard is at the height of his powers in 1602 after just completing Hamlet. 
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MYTHS, LIES, AND HALF TRUTHS ABOUT LANGUAGE USAGE  
This video lecture series begins with a brief history of the English language, and continues 
with English in its modern guises, including slang, email, and texting. The difference 
between the spoken and the written word will also be highlighted. A different perspective on 
language is a feature of the lectures, along with an examination of the English language to 
better understand how strange, illogical, whimsical, and beautiful it really is. 
 
HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION  
This series will look at four distinct periods of American education: colonial education and 
Horace Mann and the Common School; late 19th century education: the influence of 
immigration and industrialization; John Dewey up to the end of WWII; and recent 
educational trends that influence education in America today. All of these foundation 
periods will be examined within historical, social, and cultural contexts.  
 
ART & MUSIC 
Beginning March 19 and continuing through May 7, meetings will start at 10:00 a.m. and go 
until noon, except for April 17, which is the Thursday trip to the BSO Open Rehearsal.  
 
GREAT DECISIONS  
The Great Decisions first topic will be U.S. trade policy using materials supplied by the 
Foreign Policy Association. Other topics will include China’s foreign policy, defense and the 
rise of new technologies, and Israel.  
 
MOVIES:  FOUR GREAT COMEDIES 
March 20:  "Sullivan’s Travels" – Director: Preston Sturges (1941) 
 March 27:  "The Miracle of Morgan’s Creek" – Director: Preston Sturges (1944) 
 April 3:  "My Man Godfrey" – Director: Gregory La Cava (1936) 
April 10: "Libeled Lady" – Director: Jack Conway (1936) 
 
BEETHOVEN: LIFE AND WORKS  
The life of Ludwig van Beethoven will be presented through the last four lectures of The 
Teaching Company’s eight- video series with lecturer Robert Greenberg. Following each 
lecture, the class will listen to representative music by Beethoven. Class members will be 
invited to offer their own experiences, knowledge and recordings of Beethoven’s works. 
 
BOOK DISCUSSION  
Do you like to read fiction or perhaps the classics, or are biographies your 
preference?  Perhaps you are an aficionado of non-fiction.  Whatever your genre preference, 
guaranteed sometime during the year the book group will read and discuss an example 
thereof. And what is more inviting to a passionate reader than an opportunity to discuss a 
book—like it or hate it—with other like-minded people?  Discussions are always lively, 
interesting, and varied, and a new point of view is always welcome. "And the Mountains 
Echoed," fiction by Khaled Hosseini 
 "Gun Guys: A Road Trip," non-fiction by Dan Baum 
 "The Lowland," fiction by Jhumpa Lahiri 
"Lawrence In Arabia: War, Deceit, Imperial Folly and the Making of the Modern Middle 
East," non-fiction by Scott Anderson 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

http://www.uml.edu/Community/LIRA/Course-Schedules/Art-and-Music-Schedule.aspx

